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Neuroplasticity
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Why focus on early learning environments?
            

         

Young children’s brains are more 
malleable (changeable), so their day-
to-day experiences  or lack there-of 
play a large role in shaping their 
development.
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Early language environments

Kindergarten Vocabulary/
Knowledge

Phonological awareness
Academic language skills

3rd-4th Grade Reading 
Comprehension

Science
Asteroidbecause

camouflage feelings
alphabet

brave
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Child Age

0 521 43

Features of language rich 
environments

Responsiveness, contingent talk, fluent and connected communication 
(e.g., Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2014; McGillion et al., 2017; Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2015)

Connection
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Ask challenging wh-questions
(e.g., Rowe et al., 2016)

IDS; Repetition of words      
(e.g., Newman et al., 2015)

Diversity, Sophistication of 
vocabulary (Weizman & Snow, 2001)
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(Huttenlocher et al., 2010; Hoff, 2003)
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Connection
Complexity
Context

Gesture; 
Here & Now
(e.g., Rowe & 
Goldin-Meadow,
2009)

Abstract talk: explanations, predictions 
(Dickinson & Tabors, 2001 Rowe, 2012) 



Creating a high-quality, language rich classroom environment 
means thinking about these 3 Dimensions:

1. Connection (responsive, engaging, back-and-forth)

2. Complexity (sophisticated vocabulary, syntax, etc.)

3. Context (grounded vs abstract)

Example Video 

(Rowe & Snow, 2020)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EafOik5k44g


3 Dimensions of Classroom Language Environment

1. Connection (responsive, engaging, back-and-forth)

2. Complexity (sophisticated vocabulary, syntax, etc.)

3. Context (decontextualized, beyond here and now)

(Rowe & Snow, 2020)



   Connection: Classroom Conversations
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What percent of teacher talk in 
the preschool classroom results in 

a back-and-forth conversation 
with a child/children?
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The best predictors of 
vocabulary growth for 
toddlers in this classroom 
were: 

• Conversational turns 
between teacher-child

• (also peer talk)

   CONNECTION: Classroom Conversations
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What are the opportunities to practice 
speaking and listening skills and engage in 
relevant, back and forth conversations in 

school/classroom settings?



Connection: Classroom Conversations

Traditional classroom: 
• Teacher-centered discussion
• Initiate-Respond-Evaluate
• Test questions
• Teacher-led
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CONNECTION: Classroom Conversations

Traditional classroom: 
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T

T

Student-centered discussion:
(accountable talk)

• Students more engaged
• Better processing/learning
• Promotes perspective taking
• Easier for teacher to assess student 

knowledge

Turn and Talk



Student-centered discussion
1. Ground rules for participating:

“Look, listen, respond”

 
Can use a Stem Poster/anchor Chart: 
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Teach talk prompts:

“I think that, because”
“I agree with you, because”  
“I disagree with you, because”
“why do you think that?”

Use pictures: Or gestures:



Student-centered discussion

2. Have a relevant learning goal (comprehension)

• The types of discussions that work best at 
promoting comprehension are those that focus 
on the information gained from the text, the 
evidence, the ideas presented, conclusions to be 
gained.
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Student-centered discussion

2. Know your book and have good questions 
prepared ahead of time to go along with goal

• Have questions ready for the group (open 
ended questions not “test” questions). 
Questions should be relevant to the learning 
goal (comprehension, etc).  
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3. Have Talk 
Moves ready:
(strategies for keeping 
the conversation going)
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3. Have Talk 
Moves ready:
(strategies for keeping the 
conversation going)
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Student-centered discussion:
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1. Set behavior ground rules and teach “talk 
prompts”

2. Have a relevant learning goal & know your 
book, have questions ready

3. Be prepared with your talk moves
• Give it a try!
• Practice, practice, practice
• Be patient



Student-centered discussion:
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At the school level:

• Can start in younger classrooms and build on 
prompts and get more complex up through 
all years of schooling.  

• Have all teachers use same prompts, hang in 
hallways, use in other contexts 

• Imagine what good communicators children 
would be if all the teachers in the school 
used the same prompts/moves/strategies!!!



Student-centered discussion:
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What might this look like?

Good way to start: Turn & Talk:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kngk8ZQy
HGU

More advanced group: Charlottes Web:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnBInnGB
HwA&t=38s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kngk8ZQyHGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kngk8ZQyHGU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnBInnGBHwA&t=38s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnBInnGBHwA&t=38s


Student-centered discussion
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Why are student-centered conversations important:
• Supports language development
• Supports literacy skills (comprehension)
• Supports ways of speaking and writing that are valued 

in school and society
• Supports learning: reasoning with evidence
• Supports social skills/perspective taking
• Provides a window into children’s thinking
• Supports learning in other domains (e.g., math)



3 Dimensions of Classroom Language Environment

1. Connection (responsive, engaging, back-and-forth)

2. Complexity (sophisticated vocabulary, syntax, etc.)

3. Context (decontextualized, beyond here and now)

(Rowe & Snow, 2020)



What words to teach? Sophisticated, academic 
vocabulary from the books you are reading!

• Preschoolers can handle sophisticated, academic vocabulary 
• “Academic” words are words that appear often in school/text 

environments, yet are less frequent in young children’s daily lives
• Academic vocabulary is essential for school success!
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What words to teach? Sophisticated, academic 
vocabulary from the books you are reading!
• Preschoolers can handle sophisticated, academic vocabulary
• Find the words in your books!
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“ Doctor. De Soto was especially popular with the big animals”

“He didn’t know what he was saying, said Mrs. De Soto. Why 
should he harm us? We’re helping him.”

“But we must do something to protect ourselves, said his wife. 
They talked and talked until they formed a plan. I think it will 
work, said Doctor De Soto. A minute later he was snoring.”
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How to teach? Sophisticated, academic vocabulary
Popular

1. Introduce the word. Clap out syllables. Children say the word
2. Provide child friendly definition. “something is popular if it is liked 

by many people”
3. Examples. Discuss how the word is used in the book. Provide other 

examples of sentences/uses of work. Ask children to think of some 
examples

àWhat are somethings that you think are popular and why?

4. Test for comprehension. Provide some example sentences and have 
children judge correct/incorrect. 
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How to teach? Sophisticated, academic vocabulary

Video Example:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-6fbMoYk-Y
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-6fbMoYk-Y


How to teach? Sophisticated, academic vocabulary
Startled

1. Introduce the word. Clap out syllables. Children say the word
2. Provide child friendly definition. “surprised or shocked”
3. Examples. Discuss how the word is used in the book. Provide other 

examples of sentences/uses of work. Ask children to think of some 
examples

àThink of a time when you were startled or startled someone?

4. Test for comprehension. Provide some example sentences and have 
children judge correct/incorrect. 
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Complexity: Summary

• Preschool children can handle sophisticated, academic vocabulary

• Children are most likely to learn academic words if they are:
• explicitly taught in a child-friendly way
• embedded in a learning context (ex: book reading)
• encouraged to produce the word, analyze it’s meaning and use it in 

sentences.

• Keep track of the words, make a list, use widely in the classroom and 
school/playground as the year goes on (and subsequent years)
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3 Dimensions of Classroom Language Environment

1. Connection (responsive, engaging, back-and-forth)

2. Complexity (sophisticated vocabulary, syntax, etc.)

3. Context (abstract, beyond here and now)

(Rowe & Snow, 2020)
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What are the opportunities/contexts where 
you see children engaging in abstract 
conversations in classroom settings?



Abstract language in classrooms
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Rare in preschool classrooms
But more likely in teacher-led small groups

Jacoby & Lesaux, 2014

Easier for 
teachers to 
extend the 

conversation 
when in small 

groups
(50%) 



Small groups/centers: 
Strategies for promoting 
abstract talk (beyond the 
here and now)
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• Predictions/hypotheses during science
• What do you think will happen?
• Why?

• Dramatic Play!
• Opportunities to use language in 

creative ways
• Go beyond the here-and-now into 

pretend worlds with peers/adult 
support 



Conclusion: The 3 dimensions overlap. More of 
one often leads to more of another J 

Connection

ContextComplexity
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Implementation pointers:
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1. Teachers need the time and support to prepare for the 
large group sessions (preview books, decide on 
questions, identify academic vocabulary, make supplies 
like anchor charts and talk prompts, etc).  

2. Providing time for teachers to do work in teams, with 
PD, can be helpful.  

3. Can also adopt these strategies school-wide/ across 
classrooms, use common language (prompts), etc.



Conclusion

• Children’s language skills are malleable and influenced by their 
environments. 

• “high-quality, language-rich” preschool classrooms include 
opportunities for student-centered discussions and exposure 
to sophisticated vocabulary and abstract talk. 

• Children in these types of classrooms will develop the 
foundational skills necessary to succeed in school. 
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Take-home message

When I think about innovation, I think the most 
powerful thing we can do for children right now 
in this post-pandemic period is focus on 
providing opportunities for children to:
• connect and communicate with others
• to find their voices 
• to explore their worlds and discuss what they 

are learning 
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THANK YOU!
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